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PRIVILEGED ATrORNEY-CLIENT MEMORANDUM

TO: lake Jacobi
Laboratory and Radiation Services IDivision

FROM: Jerry Goad
Natural Resources and Environment Section

RE: Deliberate Misconduct & False Information

Thsis in response to your request fbr my opinion on whether the state, through the
LARS Division, has tihe authority to enforce against certain deliberate misconduct and against
providing false information and improper equipment. Specifically:. you inquired about enforcing
against someone who sends radioactive materials to another in a manner that puts the recipient in
violation of the radiation regulations, and against someone who supplies false information or
defective or improper equipment. The opinions expressed herein are my own and do not
necessarily reflect those of the Attorney General.

De~lbraeMicnduct

The enabling legislation of the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment

provides in its relevcant part:

It is unlawful for any person.. .to willfully violate, disobey, or disregard the
provisions of the public health laws or the terms of any order, standard rule or
regulationl...

C.R.S. § 25-1-114(1Xa). It is amisdemeanor to violate this provision. C.R.S. § 25-1-114(4).
Furhroe the state's radiation control act provides for injunctive relief and civil penalties for
violations of the state's radiation control act, radiation regulations, and orde's and licenses issueed
thrune. C.R.S. § §25-11-106 and 107(5). These provisions apply to ufsers and manufacturers
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of radioactive materials as well as brokers, consultants, contractors and others who handle
radioactive materials. Thus, violations of the act, regulations, orders or license are enforceable
both civilly and crmnly.

Providing False or I~naccurate Information or Defective Eouipmmnt or Components

The radiation control act provides that:

In the event of an emergency relating to any sourc e of ionizing radiation that
endangers the public peace, health of safety, the department shall have the
authority to issue such orders for the protection of the public health and safety as
may be appropriate.

C.R.S. § 25-11-103(5). (emphasis added) Thus, the department could issue appropriate orders
to protect public health and safety to persons causing an emergency even if they do not
themselves possess radioactive material.

If you requfire additional information, please let me know.
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Paul Lohaus, Director
Office of State and Tribal Programs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

RE: DELIBERATE MISCONDUCT RULE

In 1998, the NRC amended it Deliberate Misconduct Rule to make it apply to persons
other than licensees. The compatibility designation of this rule is Category C, i.e.,
Agreement states have to adopt the essential objectives. Colorado has reviewed its
Regulations, its policies and statutory authority, and believes that the essential objectives
of the Deliberate Misconduct Rule is met without amending our regulations.

First, it is important to note that Colorado not only licenses the users and manufacturers
of radioactive material, but we also license brokers and consultants who provide radiation
services. (See Attached). This includes contractors and subcontractors. Therefore, we
have the same authority over these persons as we do all other licensees.

In regard to willful violations (deliberate misconduct), RH 1.10 of our regulations
provides:

Vio1~lains. An injunction or other court order may be obtained
prohibiting any violation of any provision of the Act or any regulation or
order issued thereunder. Any person who willfully violates any provision
of the Act or any regulation or order issued thereunder may be guilty of a
misdemeanor and, upon conviction, may be punished by fine or
imprisonment or both, as provided by law. Additionally, any person who
violates any provision of the Act or any regulation may be subject to a
civil penalty as provided for in Part 13 or these regulations.
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Further, state statute, at C.R.S. § 25-1-1 14(1)(a) provides:

It is unlawful for any person.. .to willfully violate, disobey, or disregard
the provisions of the public health laws or the terms of ainy order,
standard, rule or regulation...

In regard to providing false information, equipment and/or components, the Colorado
Radiation Control Act provides:

"in the event of an emergency relating to any source of ionizing radiation
that endangers the public peace, health of safety, the department shall have
the authority to issue such orders for the protection of the public health
and safety as may be appropriate." C.R.S. § 25-11-103(5). [emphasis
added]

Thus, the department could issue an appropriate order to protect public health and safety
to peron causing the emergency even if they do not themselves possess radioactive
material.

Enclosed is an opinion from the Attorney General's office on these issues.

If you have any questions, please call at 303.692.3036.

•.Jacobi, Program Manager

Radiation Services

Enclosures: as stated

Cf: Linda McClean
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/Cotter officials:
Inspectors 'less
than forthright'
K~ristn. W.UeyRecord Staff Writer/

A Cotter Corporation offi-
cial said the state health
department misrepresented
itself during a Nov. 19 inspe-
tion of the uranium mill, which
resulted in two violations and
three items of concern.

In a Jan. 10 letter to the
health department, Steven
Landau, manager of environ-
mental affairs for Cotter, said
the inspection team was "less
than forthright in their
approach to th nsetion."

"When visiting the site the
team did not indicate that they
were on an inspection, but
instead said they wanted to
tour the plant and tailings area
and were uncertain as to
whether a report would be
written as a result of the visit,"
Landau wrote.

However, LARS director
Dave Butcher said Tuesday he
"didn't put much into" Lan-
dau's letter just because the
inspector used the word "tour"
instead of "inspection."

"We're a regulatory agency,
so any time we're on site, they
know they can be inspected,"
he said.

"Regardless of what was in
the letter, we still expect them
to do what we want them to
do."

The inspection group

included representatives fromthe Colorado Department of
Public Health and Environ-
ment's Laboratory and Radia-
tion Services (LABS) Divi-
sion, Air Pollution Control
Division and Hazardous Mate-
rials and Waste Management
Division.

Landau continued, "During
the exit interview, LABS staff
gave no indication that the
comments they were making
were considered to be viola-
tions, nor did they tender any
written comments about their
visit, which has been common
during inspections."

Landau said he under-
stands the health department
has the authority to conduct
inspections at any time,

"Howeve," he wrote, "mis-
representation as to the pur-
pose of the visit does not fos-
ter a sense of trust in the
agency's intentions..."

Butcher said the state
health department's decision
to conduct more surprise
inspections played a part in
Landau's letter.

"Cotter is not used to hav-
ing the unannounced inspec-
tions they've had in the past
few mots"he said.

"But, we decided it woulId
make more sense to do unan-
nounced inspections intead of
calling ahead of time and let-
ting them get ready for it."

ira plnoto ty lamara MC%..f•mer

rict court judge of thejJrUdge John Ander-
tfor the swearing

sring and thanked
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April 6, 2002

A Quiet Town Confronts Toxic Dirt

By MICHAEL JANOFSKY

DENVER, April 5-- Residents of Cation City, a small town in central Colorado, are accustomed

to taking in the worst society has to offer. The i3 nearby state and federal prisons are filled with

examples, like Theodore J. Kaczynski, the so-called Unabomber, and Ramzi Ahmed Y ousef, one of

the 1993 World Trade Center bombers.

But prisoners are one thing. Up to 470,000 tons of radioactive dirt -- enough to fill 9,700 rail cars
-- are quite another. The possibility that the dirt may be headed there from New Jersey has set the
town on edge, making Cation City the latest community in the West to join the nationwide debate

over what to do with toxic waste.

* Political battles over the storage of radioactive and nuclear material are not uncommon in the

West. In Nevada, for example, residents are fighting the government over the use of Yucca

Mountain as a site for the storage of radioactive waste. But there and elsewhere, people opposed to

waste storage almost always knew what was coming and who was bringing it.

That has not been the case in Cation City, a town of 15,000 on the Arkansas River. People there
never even knew they would have a fight until they read about the shipment in a local newspper.

The newspaper reported that a local processing plant operated by the Cotter Corporation, a

division of General Atomics, a nuclear technology company based in San Diego, had contracted

with the Army Corps of Engineers to receive the radioactive dirt from a Superfund cleanup site in

Maywood, N.J. The dirt would fill existing disposal ponds of uranium tailings, residue from

processing. Otherwise the company would have to buy ordinary dirt.

The deal is worth millions of dollars to Cotter -- company officials declined to say how much --

and psychological comfort to people in Maywood, where neighborhoods were built on ground

contaminated with thorium, a radioactive mineral once used in gas lanterns, from a chemical

plant that operated from 1916 through 1959.

But residents of Cation City say the deal was a sucker punch, because Cotter failed to share details
*~with them.

'Wve're scared, really scared," said Lynn Dillon, a member of Colorado Citizens Against Toxic



Waste, a group that was formed to stop the shipment. 'We're a sleepy little town. We don't want to
become a dumping site." 2 0 15 0 05 7

The group organized quickly. Its members began complaining to local, state and federal officials,

insisting that the town had never been informed about the possible health and safety risks of

bringing such a large quantity of toxic material into the area, which itself became a Superfund site

in 1983. (Leaching from the Cotter ponds contaminated air and water near the plant.)

Responding to the complaints, Gov. Bill Owens asked the State Department of Public Health and

Environment to review Cotter's deal. That request was enough to delay shipment until Cotter

addressed concerns raised by the department. Doug Benevento, the department's director of

environmental programs, said the company had not yet responded.

In addition, state lawmakers moved a bfi quickly through the legislature that would make public

input and environmental reviews a requirement of any deal to bring toxic waste into Colorado.

Governor Owens, a Republican, signed the bill into law today.

The new law could further delay the shipments, although Patrick 1R. Mutz, the plant manager,

conceded that the company had not expected smooth sailing.

"It's part of the cost of doing business," Mr. Mutz said in an interview, referring to delays. 'We'll1 do
what they ask us to do." -- Id/'Q 4:ztkv c• UA.42vV - A•---ALX- Y fCCkAL-f

But delays, he said, would do more harm than good. He argued that the Maywood-'dirt would (4
benefit the community because it had a lower level of radioactivity than the materials it would
cover,. ,•_-

That is the kind of answer that leaves opponents gnashing their teeth. Cotter, they contend, has •
never had community interest in mind. They base that assertion on the federal lawsuits the

company has lost over health and property damage. A 1989 case was settled eight years later, with
542 plaintiffs winning a large settlement -- the amount was sealed by the court -- and other0-
judgments against the company are now under appeal. • ~

Residents also say they were never told about the recent revision of Cotter's license to allow for

Mr. Mutz said the change, made i8 months ago, was approved by the state and the
7 Envrnental Protection Agency. But to that point, the plant had been relatively dormant for

Syears, owing to the decline in the nation's nuclear energy industry. Epcign ao e

actii teredevlo r anbuidin ar sinle-amilhoms o thehils wihinami e o h
plant, seumg them for as much as $5o0,000. E • •-[) • _ • A

"Cotter made the change in license with no public input, with no environmental impact studies,

I



with no communication with the community," said Larry LaBuda, a member of the citizens
group. 'W€e formed the group to make sure that doesn't happen again." 2(0115 0 05 7

.0 nce public outrage began building over the Maywood deal, Cotter invited residents to a meeting

to discuss the issue, a session that grew so heated that the police were called in. Other meetings are

planned.

Mr. Mutz said that residents' overheated emotions had clouded their thinking about the proposed

deal, and that if they truly understood what Cotter was doing, they would see the operation in a

better light.

'This is a controversial subject," he said. 'WVe appreciate people's fears. It's not something we hold
against anybody." •- • V/ • (aj'-• - a- ,•^€€

Mayor H. Ben Johnson, a lifetime Cation City resident who took office in January, said he

sympathized with his upset neighbors but believed that many people were reacting to fear, not YI

facts.

The mayor said Cotter had become a better neighbor after losing the lawsuits, and he predicted

that no matter what the plant did, Cation City would continue to thrive as a tourist attraction.

Thousands visit the city every summer to gaze at the Royal Gorge and the suspension bridge

above it, the highest in the world, at 1,050 feet, and to raft along the river.SI
"My wife and I were talking about this the other day," Mr. Johnson said. 'We've traveled all over
the world and, as she reminded me, I can't remember the last time I called ahead to ask if they

have a uranium dump."

Photos: Tony Belaski was among the residents of Cation City, Colo., who attended a town meeting

on Wednesday to express their concern about plans to ship several hundred thousand tons of

radioactive waste into the city.; Cation City residents say they were surprised to learn that a toxic

shipment might be headed for the Cotter Corporation's processing plant. (Photographs by Kevin

Moloney for The New York Times)

2Ccpnvrqt 2C!4 The ,ew 2ork rmes -r•panv H-ore Prac'• •jic' Search' Car-evicns ;•ML F-ie£ *ontact •.•
-BC tcTo
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* Attachment D, Review Notes for Maywood Soils May 2002
Meeting Transcripts

Notes From Page-by-Page Review of Transaript From tMaywood Soils Public
Meetings
Comment (Sessions A & B May 9. C & D May 23) [with notes from reviewer K. Weaver]

A 21: Landau: Commonwealth "decided in 1979 to construct a larger milling facility", 1200 ton

per day, about ten railcars-full a day. [KW: "decided" in 1978 or before?]

A 26: Landau: "full-scale Environment Assessment" [KW: meaning of 'full-scale']

A 33: Franklin: Plan is to move railcars only between 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. [KW: Where
are these commitments made binding?]

A 37: Mutz: "We have recently started the construction of a new unloading facility for material
like this." [any pre-construction approval required by LC?]

B 33: Mutz: "We have recently built and are almost completed constructing a new unloading
facility, whether it's for this material or other material..." [LC 18 states "The licensee shall not
make any substantial modification in an operating procedure or process without

* evaluating the environmental and public health impact of such change and without
receiving appropriate authorization in accord with IC 16."]

KW [LC 18 states "The licensee shall not make any substantial modification in an
operating procedure or process without evaluating the environmental and public health
impact of such change and without receiving appropriate authorization in accord with LC
16."]

A 37: Mutz: Water sprays, as necessary, to control dusting [KW: according to what precise
procedure.]

A 39, B 36: Mutz: "... we will suspend those activities during windy conditions". Greater than
25 mph. [KW: Why 25 mph? Basis? How measure? ]

B 38: Johnson: "Cotter produced an Environmental Assessment in about 1996 for its last
license renewal effort, and every year Cotter produces an annual report."
[KW: actually, Cotter has previously done a 1984 and 1996 Environmental Report but not
a formal Environmental Assessment. HB 1408 uses the term environmental assessment
without tying it directly to other definitions, either in Colorado rules or federal NEPA EA
procedures.]

A 48: Johnson: 0.3 millirems to a member of the public from Maywood soils. [doesn't say 1=
allotment or all]

* A 48: Johnson: 0.6 millirems to a member of the public if Maywood soils spilled in town.
Q ~[doesn't say 1= allotment or all]

1
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A 107: Preston Niesen, Cotter geologist: USGS report concluded that the deep aquifer is
unaffected by Cotter activities.

A 109: Landau: The National Priorities List lists Lincoln Park as the Superfund site.

A 116: Landau: An E I S is part of the NEPA process. Cotter prepares ER for license renewal
process. Mentions RMLA & CDPHE Decision Analysis. The combination of ER and RMLA
(Landau) constitutes an "Environmental Impact Study". [Landau terminology doesn't quite fit
with RSP understanding. Lots of acronyms. Need definitions and glossary.]

A 118: Johnson answer: "... increase in tourism in the Canon City area all the while the mill
has been operating and all the while the mill has been there." [KW: EA contain sufficient
tourism data?] "... this Maywood material is not actually doing anything different in terms of
what the mill is doing..."

A 126: Cain answer: Standard monitors used for 20 or so years, run 24 h/d. Calibrated at least
monthly. Checked daily. A vacuum cleaner motor. State checks our monitors (did). [KW: Role
for LRS new capability. Check with Tony Harrison. Phil Stoffey thinks Cindy Wike of Air
Quality did checks.]

(SC Note: Someone in air division told Joan Seeman of Sierra Club that CDH quit doing
air monitoring or split monitoring at Cotter 10 years ago.)

B 107: Landau answer: The life of 20 years is based on space in the impoundment and a
production rate. The liner is always going to be there. Not aware of a document that says
the liner is only good for 20 years. Two clay liners have a lifetime far greater than 1000
years.

B 105 Dillon question: "dewatering"?

B 109 Mutz answer: Dewatering is at end of pond use. (SC Note: Give to Tony)

B 124: Tony Belaski (Fremont County) comment: Reason it's not going to UT is that UT
levies a tax of 10 cents per cubic foot. In the process of considering charging between $4 and
$150 per cubic foot. WA levies $20 a cubic foot. [KW: UT tax court ruling?]

B 132: Franklin answer: ERA recently looked at tracks that lead from across the Black Bridge
and up to the Cotter mill. "There has been a letter that is, to our estimate, going to need to be
updated on the tracks that lead from the downtown area to the mill." "The morning after our last
meeting, I walked the entire length of track behind those folks' house, and I saw some of the
areas that need to be better addressed, at least recertified by FRA..." [KW: Examine FRA rail
inspection records. Done.]

B 144 Betty Barker (Fremont County just outside of Florence) comment: Is it Cotter's plan
to bring in materials from around the country for 20 years before you cap it off?.
B 144: Cherry answer: From various parts of the country and various parts of the world. The
original location for the uranium zirconium ore came from Brazil.

C 33: Mutz: Graph of worker dose 1999, 2000, 2001. Mill out of production 1987-1998.

2
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C 48: Krauth: Warranty on the hypalon is 20 years, expected life 40 to 50 years, if it's out in
the sunlight and the wind. Cotter hypalon is covered except up around the fringe where it's not
under water. (SC Note: Give toTony)

C 60: Ziegler: Cotter wasn't closed .. operating intermittently .. resumed milling in 1999. (SC
Note: Is this a conr~adiction to C33 by Mutz?)

C76: Corinne Mutz (Dawson Ranch): 8-10 nuisance phone calls a day. CCAT billboards are
scaring tourists, not Cotter. ,-0.\•'••jLV•..••

C95: Franklin: Maywood to Syracuse NY to Chicago to Pueblo. "The cars will not be switched
in the center of town."

C 96: Franklin: Burlington Northemn is in charge of this stretch of track.

D 47: John Nelson (Canon City): Rail spur 210 feet from back yard. Ammonia and sulfuric
acid moving up through the spur line. Line goes as close as 20 to 30 feet from houses in town.
Is there any sort of emergency plan, evacuation plan in place for hazardous spill, hazardous
derailment?

D 48: Mutz answer: Ammonia and sulfuric acid come in by rail. Some other chemicals come in
by truck. Rewritten our emergency response plan. Cotter brought in a national trainer to the new
college and put on a weeklong presentation, involving the fire department and sheriffs and
search and rescue team. (SC Note: Jody - check this out)

D 57: Bill Simpson (19 year resident of Canon City): Represents a NY company called the
National Development Council, $60,000 a year in local property taxes. Personally develops real
estate, paying $20,000 in real estate taxes. Institutional investors, large lending institutions,
telling us that if this area is designated a toxic or hazardous disposal site, no long willing or able
to invest. [KW: Get data? What remedies? No Bill Simpson in Canon City phone book?]

(SC Note: Dennis Jones will talk to Bill Simpson and give him this information.)

D 61: Hamm: Is Cotter looking at bringing in other materials?

D 61: Ziegler: No other agreements, no other contracts. Not looking at anything else than Li
tungsten. (Give to Bellantoni Committee - city leaders believed Cotter when they said
they weren't bringing in any other waste).

D 102: Paul Stapleton (Canon City <1 year): When did General Atomics purchase Cotter?.

D 102: Cherry: Commonwealth Edison owned Cotter from 1974 to February 2000. GA also
owns an in situ uranium mine in Australia and the Mt. Taylor Mine in NM.
[KW: Cherry didn't mention Metropolis, IL plant. Honeywell still owner? Dynagen?] (SC
Note: This is really interesting. Does GA own Honeywell? Who is Dynagen? Did he
mean ConverDyn?)

D 131: Emily Tracy (Canon City 241/2 years): Are citizens involved in finding out what the draft
emergency response plan is?

3
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D 134: Mutz: Once have worked out procedure with the fire department, will talk to people
along the route.

D 151, D 152: Belaski: Cotter is in the Fire District. Need to get call list up to date. Emergency
coordinator for the sheriff's department doesn't even have a copy of Cotter emergency plan.

D 152: Belaski: Are there Manhattan project materials in those ponds?

D 153: Landau: Cotter did process some residues from St. Louis that may have been involved
in the Manhattan project. Cotter wasn't involved in the Manhattan project. " t•_•.

D 152: Belaski: Is there plutonium in those ponds? _________

D 153: Landau answer: No transuranics. "... not plutonium in the ponds, never has been,
never will be."

D 158: Roberto Costales (Canon City since 1997): Retired from a federal agency and moved
to Canon City permanently in 2000. A company working for that agency hired Greystone.
Greystone didn't do a social assessment, about people and the effects of the project on the
peoplle. "How do the citizens feel about somebody else's waste cominq here?" Psychological
effcts? 'WeQ are being neglected. We are being ignored."
KW [Research Canon City prison ElSs to see what social assessment was included. If
needed.] (SC Note: Talked to Tony. All prisons here did full-blown EIS - latest was
Federal prison in Florence. If it's good enough for the prisons, why not for Canon City &
Cotter?)

D 186: Labuda: A study on the Internet by the World Congress in Real Estate this past summer
on the impact on properties of being around Superfund and toxic waste sites.
(SC Note: Find this study to give to Tony and Sonny Smaller to share with Fremont
Economic Development Corp.)

4
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C.C.A.T. News
Volume 1 Issue 1 July 2002
Volume 1 Issue 1 July 2002

Coffer and Li Tungsten:
An Outrage!vT he Colorado Department

of Public Health &
Environment announced July 18,
2002, that superfund waste from
NY is approved for processing at
Cotter's mill. This announcement
is bizarre coming on the heels of
the CDPHE halting all radioactive
shipments to Cotter until repeat
violations are resolved. Why
would this agency turn around in
less than a week and allow Cotter

* tO accept superfund site materials

more contaminated than
Maywood's, especially without the
approval of the EPA?

Initial documents on
LiTungsten verified that Cotter
was taking the materials for
disposal, not processing. The
waste included radioactive and
heavy metal-contaminated
materials. When HB1408 was
being written, Cotter lobbied
legislators to add an amendment
exempting material for processing,
arguing the original bill would
hinder accepting normal shipments
for regular business. With this
loophole in place, Cotter then
decided to "process" the Li
Tungsten material. The materials
were quickly reclassified from
1 le(2) to TENORM. The

* reclassification and the change to
processing allowed them to get
around the requirements of
HB1408.

The initial Material
Acceptance Report indicated that
Americium-241, a dangerous
transuranic isotope Cotter can't
accept, was in Li Tungsten
samples. Phil Egidi, CDPHE,
rejected Cotter's explanation that
this was due to an anomaly, but
now seems to have accepted that
questionable argument. How can
the CDPJIE deny there are serious

"We are outraged at
Cotter's arrogance and
disregard for the spirit

of the law!"
CCAT officials

Sequoyah's
Dirty History in
our Backyard

Cotter notified CDPHE in

March they received
5,000 lbs of highly radioactive
material on January 16th from
Sequoyah Fuels Facility (SFF) in
Gore, Oklahoma. General Atomics,
the owner of both SFF and Cotter,
refused in the late 90's to guarentee
adaquate funds for clean-up and
decommissioning. The NRC
suspended SFF for non-compliance
of regulations, repeated violations,
contamination, and disregard for
worker safety. This scenario sounds
just like Cotter's recent violations,
and is small assurance that Cotter's
new owners will operate any more
safely here. SFF is now in a clean-
up phase. They need a proverbial
rug to sweep their mess under, and it
appears that Canon City may be it.

The thorium Cotter received
from SFF this January contained
radioactive concentrations of 20,000
pCi/gram. For comparison, thorium
is found in Colorado soil at 5
pCi/gram. The CDPI{E reminded
Cotter on April 1 st that regulations
require 30-days prior notification for
receipt of material with such novel
potential impact. Forty-five days
later, the CDPHIE wrote again, and
asked why Cotter hadn't replied.

Finally, on May 21 st, Cotter
wrote they would return the thorium
to SFF within 30 days. Why would

(Continued on page 2)

radioactive and non-radioactive
contaminants in the materials when
the EPA stated there were?

When Representative
Spradley inquired about
LiTungsten, the CDPHE stated
"that they told Cotter they need to
have public involvement similar to
the bill if they want to receive
disposal material not covered
under the bill." We demand those
meetings and promised input. We
are outraged at Cotter's arrogance
and disregard for the spirit of the
law! How can CDPHE claim to
protect our health and environment
when they approve and permit this
atrocity?
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Dear Reader,

You and I are neighb0ors. We call Cation City home because it is a

wonderful, quiet, small and beautiful part of Colorado. There is a wealth
here that far exceeds money - there is community. I grew up here, went
away to college and came back to raise my family exactly because of the
small town atmosphere. I hive here because of the community.

Some of you may know me as "Gingerbread Red" because of my red
hair (which only gets a little help these days) and my 18 years of seasonal
Gingerbread construction. Or, you may have seen me at the Open Pantry
division of the Fremont County Fair, where I have been superintendent for
almost (good grief is it really) 25 years.

My love for iFremont County has stood the test of time. I am nei-
ther an activist nor a wild-eyed rebel. I do find myself in the position of
knowing that our community is threatened. I cannot pretend not to know
or allow the community's future to be jeopardized by bad or uninformed
decisions. My father taught me that your community is what you make it,
"Don't turn a blind eye or a deaf ear to its needs," he said.

You and I are also neighbors to the Cotter Uranium Mill, which is
owned by General Atomics. I have friends and acquaintances that work at
Cotter. My father worked there. Cotter has not been a good neighbor. Cot-
ter is responsible for the Lincoln Park Superfund site. Cotter allowed con-
tamination to seep through the ground and foul its neighbor's wells.

The dangers that are part of their kind of business were not re-
spected. Employees were put at risk and suffered the consequences of their
exposure. My father died a little over a year ago at age 71, a good 30 years

C.C.A.T. News

(Seqawya continued from page 1)
Cotter go to the expense and risk of
shipping something so lethal, and then
change their mind and ship it back,
with no logical explanation? In this
same letter, Cotter writes they
received yellow cake and uranium
fluoride/dioxide from SFF as far back
as January 25, 2001, asking for
approval 1½V years after the fact. It's
disturbing that Cotter quietly received
materials from a facility that works
with much higher radioactive
material, and failed to mention the
radioactive concentration of the
yellowcake and uranium dioxide used
in reactor fuel. It is even more
disturbing Cotter writes that it is a
common compound.

Yet, most disturbing, is that
the CDPHE reported to the Daily
Record that Cotter committed no
violation. Anyone reading the letters
can see that Cotter blatantly failed to
comply with License Condition 16.1.
What triggers a violation, the whim of
an official, or breaking a regulation?

younger than his mother was at her
death. Hi workers compensation
case proved that his lymphoma can-
cer was due to an accumulation of
700 times normal uranium in his
system directly attributed to expo-
sure at Cotter.

The bar has been lowered if
we think that shortening people's
lives is normal, or if radioactive wells
are normal, or if mocking Col-
orado's laws as a "bump in the road"
is normal.

We are all part of the Fre-
mont County community. It will
take us all to raise the bar back up
where it belongs. Grab on and start
lifting this is a big chore and this
community is worth it!

Jeri L. Fry, CCAT Co-Chair

Coffer's License Expired in 2000How long can you drive on an expired driver's license? Do you
want your doctor practicing medicine without a valid license?

Your dentist? Your veterinarian?
Licensing protects the public, and Cotter's license expired in

2000. Recently, the CDPHE (Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment) sent a letter to Cotter Corporation outlining the many
things wrong with their license application. After 1 1/ years they have
reviewed only 5 sections, and took 19 pages to list all the deficiencies.

Cotter submitted some items that were unreadable and others
dated to 1984, expecting to secure a license to handle a potpourri of the
most dangerous radioactive and toxic materials in the world. The longer
the CDPIHE review, the more time Cotter has to operate without comply-
ing with the law.

If the CDPHE is worried about Cotter's poor track record and
their "serious and substantial breakdown in management,' then why are
the Fremont County Commissioners not worried? It is time to make your
voice heard. Call your elected officials and tell them you don't want your
community to become a national Superfu~nd Dump, especially by a corpo-
ration operating on an expired license.
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SVatered Down Stories Hazardous to your Health

The purpose of a local
newspaper is to print the
objective truth so that

readers can be informed. This allows
them to act responsibly and make
informed decisions. Recent
headlines verify CCAT's concerns
about the lack of objective coverage.

The following are from the
Daily Record, specifically reported
by John Lemons, a staff writer: 'Yroo
Significant Risk. Environmental
Review of Maywood Soil Released."
"State: No Violations in Oklahoma
materials." These headlines and the
misquoted and inaccurate
information presented by John
Lemons only substantiate our
concerns. These eye-catching
headlines do nothing to reveal the

* surrounding these issues.

Most recently, the CDPHE
suspended all new radioactive
shipments to Cotter because of their
violations of state regulations
regarding worker safety. The Daily
Record watered down the
importance of the CDPHE action
with the headline of: "Cotter
Shipments Delayed: State doesn't
have documents." This suspension is
much more than a "'delay", it results
from Cotter's behavior that is not in
compliance with Colorado's laws.
Lemon's article did not clearly report
the facts that repeat violations, and
new violations, have not been
addressed by Cotter, nor resolved to
the satisfaction of the CDPLHE,
whose job it is to apply Colorado's
law. Lemons whitewashed the issue
by helping promote the idea that the

problem is simply "missing
paperwork" rather than Cotter's
repeated failure to change dangerous
conditions and practices.

What about the Sequoyah
issue? Documents exist showing
Cotter deliberately violated
CDPHE's requirement of 30-days
notice before bringing in material this
high in radioactivity. Cotter told them
after the fact. There are still
questions. Was it really shipped
back? Was it tested? What are the
effects of the exposure ? Why was it
not a violation? Did John Lemons,
ask these questions?

The Daily Record has not
fully reported the obvious health,
safety, or socio-economic issues that
will be effected by Cotter's toxic
plans. Truly a daily disappointment.

Who Are the Citizens of CCAT? Your Elected
Officials

C CAT is a local, grass rootsorganization that
formed after the Cotter
Corporation's uranium mill
announced plans to import
radioactive/toxic waste. We are a
diverse volunteer group of
educators, business professionals,
health care workers, business
owners, county and state
employees, retirees, homemakers,
students and others. We love our
region and want to preserve its
rare assets: Nature 's Beauty,
Clean Air, and Fresh Mountain
Water.

Our goal is to educate
's lt e on industrial operations

tthreaten these assets, our
health, economy, or tourism. We
will continue to pass this

information along via the media,
special meetings, newsletters, our
website, and local events.

Current laws provide public
involvement in decision-making,
and CCAT has addressed our
County Commission, City
Councils, and attended public
meetings. We testified at legislative
hearings resulting in the passage of
House Bill 1408. Though not
perfect, it gave more rights to our
community threatened with
becoming a radioactive dump. We
will continue to work with local,
state, and federal officials on these
issues. Please join us and do your
part to preserve our environment.

Public meetings, every 3rd
Thursday, 7 pm, locations to be
announced

County Commissioners
phone 276-7300

Fremont Administrative Building
Canon City, Co. 81212

Joe Rail (R) 784-3100 home
Jim Shauer (R) 275-1001 home
Keith NcNew(R) 942-4451 home

US Senate
* Ben Nighithorse Campbell (R)

719-545-9751
* Wayne Allard (R)

719-545-9751
Colorado Legislature
• Rep. Lola Spradley (R)

ph (303)866-2348
* Sen. Ken Chlouber (R)

ph (303)866-4869

CO Dept. of Public Health & Env.
1-888-569-1831 x3308
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Governor Owens advised, "Get a good attorney."
CCAT Hires Attorneys to stop Waste

Colorado Citizens Against
ToxicWaste, Inc. has
retained the services of

Denver law firm, Brown stein,
Hyatt & Farber, P.C. CCAT is
working to stop the shipment of
radioactive waste from Superfund
sites in New York, New Jersey,
and elsewhere to Canon City for
disposal at the Cotter Mill just 1/4
mile from private residences.

BH&Frecently helped stop
pollution from swine operations in
Colorado. They have important
contacts, because their attorneys
and professionals have served in
legal, environmental, natural
resource, and policy positions in,
among others, the CO Governor's
Office, the CO Attorney General's

Office, the US Congress, The
White House, the US Department
of Justice-Hazardous Waste
Section, and the EPA.

CCAT helped pass House
Bill 1408 into law in 10 days. The

decide if Cotter may receive the
Maywood Superfunld radioactive [
waste as early as the end of July.

"We are still in danger of
becoming a national Superfuind
waste disposal site," said
Cunningham. "The first thing the
Governor said at CCAT's meeting
with him in March was that we
needed to hire a good attorney. So
we have."

BH&F are requesting new
radiation regulations for HB 1408,
and no off-site waste allowed until
Cotter has operated without

"We are still in danger
of becoming a

national Superfund
waste disposal site,"

new law bought time, but not even V1oiauLoH lul J yeuW •. I's,,I~tut.uvcthe six months our elected officials waste in Fremont County can be
asked for. Cotter completed two stopped, but legal assistance is
public meetings and the necessary.
environmental assessment Please contribute!
required, though both were Visit our Web site
deficient. The CO Department of www.ccatoxicwaste.org
Public Health and Environment will

,W
Become a Member of CCAT

IIf you would [ike to become a member of CCAT, please fill out dhe following form enclose check or money order for

$25.00 and mail to CCAT, Box 964, Canon City, CO 81215-0964.
Membership benefits include a free CCAT t-shirt, newsletters, and up-dates on. issues.

-iw

1NAME

IADDRESS

'CITY__________ZIP CODE _______BUS. PHONE

tE-MAIL ADDRESS ______________HOME PHONE

In addition to being a member, I could volunteer my expertise and services for the following committee(s):

___Public Relations ____ Calling Trees

____Government & Legislative Relations Word Processing - Database Management

I___Research ____ Neighborhood Canvassing

Newsleter • Community Relations

I___ Finance & Fund-raising ___Environmental Relations

ISIGNATURE date

I am unable to become a CCAT member at this time. However, I would like to donate $ ____

toward die operating and legal expenses needed to keep radioactive - toxic waste out of Fremont County.
I
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Cotter a Cash Cow for General
AtomicsFree enterprise has

a way of forcing
business to evolve. When a
business carries a product
line that doesn't sell then
that line is discontinued and
another one brought in."
Good business means •=
change and sometimes busi- _•

nesses close. Unless a busi- :
ness is worth something as ~.•.
a acash cow.

WGeneral Atomics
siezed the opportunity to
own a cash cow when they pur-
chased Cotter Corporation.
There is no healthy market for
Cotter's product (yellow cake).
Cotter made a horrible mess of
their land and their neighbors'
land. So why would General
Atomics actually buy such a busi-
ness? Because they stand to make
enormous amounts of money by
using Cotter as a Superfuznd dump
site for the nation. They want to
bring in toxic waste from other
places. What the heck, Cotter had
already laid waste to what was
some beautiflul land, what's the
big deal about bringing in more?

People in other places
have come to realize the damage

*the toxic waste can cause and they
want no part of it. Of course they

want to get rid of it, and will pay

I;

When you have not been
heard maybe there are

no ears.
Writh apologies to Thomas Nast

CDPHLE says
Citizen input
won't matter ....
W hat if your neighbor's.

dogs was using your
front yard as a bathroom.
wouldn't you have something to
say about that? Wouldn't you ex-
pect your concerns to be re-
spected? Yet if you needed help
with the situation wouldn't you
like law enforcement to help en-
force the law?

Our neighbor Cotter is
acting as irresponsibly as the
neighbor who lets their "dogs use
your yard". Our neighbor, Cotter.
shows no respect for our con-
cerns.Colorado Department of
Health and Environment is the one
to enforce the law. We are the
"other neighbors" and what we
think had better matter because
the "'stuff" left on our yards is haz-
ardous to our health.

It is too late to change
what has happened but this dama-
age can and must stop today. Jake
Jacobi of the Radiation Depart-
ment of the ...CDPHE said.,
"Nothing the citizens could say
would make any difference,'" he
said "This is not a popularity con-
test". These comments were made
in response to community. disap-
proval of Cotter's plan to become
a Superfiind Dump.

Cotter Corporation is li-

big bucks to have it removed. Ac-
tually more than $90 million in big
bucks for the Maywood New Jer-
sey Superfund material alone.
General Atomics is hungry for
that money. What the heck Cotter
is already a Superfund site, so
what if they see Cas cow on pagw

Inside Our Next Issue
Court Order: Cotter must pay
$1,000,000 to NRDRF for use in
Canon City
CDPHE gets tough on Cotter after
CCAT starts asking questions
The Sequoiah Snafu
Cotter's anemic assessment
Different kinds of risk
Cotters history in headlines

I.-;
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censed to be a uranium mill not a
radioactive mixed waste dump.
Cotter is using the lengthy re-
newal process to completely
change their business mission.
Why? Because there is no market
for their product - yellow cake.
Their new zirconium plant does
not work and has yet to produce
anything. All other uranium mills
in the United States have been
closed down and cleaned up. So
what is the deal?

The deal is this. General
Atomics owns Cotter Corporation
and can make a lot of money talk-
ing other people's highly toxic
waste. Other people pay a lot of

*money to get rid of this waste be-
cause ihabenproven to ri
the land and to kill the people. But
if Cotter and General Atomics
don't tell anyone what they are
doing they can make a lot of
money.

Cotter is responsible for
the Superfund site that they sit on
and that crept into the properties
of their neighbors in Lincoln Park.
This all happened in 1984. Cotter
has not cleaned up the mess they
made and the CDPHE is seriously
questioning Cotter's ability to
perform the work they are li-
censed to do much less switch
over to a brand new type of busi-
ness.

Good communities are
made up of neighbors that respect
each other. Cotter and General
Atomics are making decisions

* driven by mnyalone. You and

your ommu-See Input on page 3

Cash Cow from pagel1
become a bigger Superf'und site?

General Atomics has no
stake in Fremont County. They
are quite willing to sacrifice our
community by turning us into the
home of a Superfund waste dump.
Fremont County is a long way
from where they live and, hey, we
already have 13 prisons so we are
used to taking the worst society
has to offer. There is a 21% illiter-
acy rate in the county so we are
easy pickin'. General Atomics is
the one who stands to make the
money. Cotter's less than 100 em-
ployees at the mill are the ones
who live here with us and they do
not stand to make any more than
what they usually make.

The industry has closed
down and cleaned up every other
uranium mill in the nation so why

not Cotter? Because there is still
money to be made at the expense
of an unwitting community.

Well surprise we are not
so unwitting! Speak up to your
elected officials on the local, state

General Atomics has no
stake in Fremont County.
They are quite willing to
turn us into a Superfund
waste dump.

and national level. This is our
home and one quarter mile up-
stream, up-wind, and up-gradient
from where we live is not the
place for the nation's Superfund
waste dump. Find the phone num-
bers and address for your elected
officials on the last page of this
newsletter.

Cotter's License Expired in 2000

Sow long can you drive on an expired driver's license? Do youHwant to eat at a restaurant that couldn't get its license? Do
you want your doctor practicing medicine without a valid Ui-

cense? Your dentist? Your veterinarian?
Licensing is required to protect the health and safety of the pub-

lic. So, how long will the State of Colorado allow a uranium mill to
operate with an expired license? Cotter's license expired in 2000. And
why wvould our county commissioners have no concern for this aspect of
Cotter's Plan to become a Superfumnd Dump?

Recently, the CDPHE (Colorado Department of Public Health
and Environment) sent a letter to Cotter Corporation outlining the many
things wrong with Cotter's license application. This letter reviewed only
five sections of the entire license but there were so many errors in just
that much that it took 19-pages to list them.

You would think after 45 years in the business that Cotter would
have the renewal process down pat. But they do not. Cotter submitted
some items that were unreadable and several others ~~pg


